
LASH&GREY reveal new album after 
last year's debut 
It’s safe to say that Lash&Grey are on their way to becoming 
national treasures. They have already impressed audiences with 
their unique musical craft that skillfully ignores the blueprint of 
current trends in music and lets them stand apart. 


"The infinite nuances in Kristin's voice and Jakob's masterful 
touch are incredible. Album ‘Sleepin' With The Lights On’ 
contains eight songs each more beautiful than the other." Thus 
Italian magazine Zest Today evaluated their debut.


"This album is a great introduction to one of today's soul most 
exciting voices." - TotalNtertainment, UK


Their second album finds the couple deep in heartfelt 
songwriting, full of heated emotions and radiant sonic and 
melodic clarity. They explore themes of love and sorrow, doubt 
and pain weaving with true emotions that make you want to 
experience this music again. Their music creates a sonic palette 
of fresh harmonies, orchestrated strings with groovy beats, raw 
instruments, and Kristin’s bold, soulful and emotive vocals brim with confidence, which 
remains a key part of their charm.


‘Blossoms Of Your World’, the follow-up to 2020's 
‘Sleepin' With The Lights On’ which was awarded the 
Best Debut Album of the year in their native Slovakia, 
showcases a truly musical indulgence and a rare 
exception on the scene. Kristin and Jakob have 
broadened their sound since and pursue creating their 
songbook of deeply personal, melodic songs that are 
emotionally honest. 


"The album ‘Blossoms Of Your World’ is about us, about 
our lives, about what we have been intensely perceiving 
and feeling in recent times. Some songs are deeply 
personal and sometimes it is difficult for us to share such 
intimate things with the world. However, the listeners 
often grasps the main idea of songs in their own way, and 
that's the magical beauty of music. It gives you feelings 
that can touch your deepest layers." 

Blossoms Of Your World album info 

release date: 24th September 2021

style: soul, pop

label: independent artists

number of tracks: 8 original songs

total time: 34:24


recorded in Bratislava, Prague, Detroit & Los Angeles

mixed by Roland Kanik at Sonic Cat Studio, Bratislava

mastered by Vlado Meller, Assisted by Jeremy Lubsey 
at Vlado Meller Mastering, Charleston, SC, USA


linktree | spotify | youtube | facebook | instagram 

Album cover photo by Lenka Fitzgerald 
Simkova 

https://linktr.ee/lashgrey
https://open.spotify.com/artist/10s63xyA30oEH9Dx1Vj4H9?si=8tFHYumYQIW_StvL4Ky6wQ&dl_branch=1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVpYGKdznXnjZEwQgBkCqLA
https://www.facebook.com/lashgreymusic/
https://www.instagram.com/lashgreymusic/


 



